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PACI PIC CHAS AND ELECT RTC G
OMPAÃY'7

BEALE STREET 'AN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94106

GEORGE A. MANEATIS
EXECUTIVEVICE PRESIDENT

September 21, 1983

Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20SSS

Re: "Quality Assurance Case Study
Working Paper — Case C"

Dear Mr. Eisenhut:

This is in reply to your -letter dated September 2, 1983
(which we received September 15, 1983) asking for our comments on
a draft working paper entitled "Quality Assurance Case Study
Working Paper — Case C.", which reviews the pre-1981 quality
assurance program for design and construction activities at
Diablo Canyon. I have had 'the document reviewed by Company
personnel and the Diablo Canyon Project. They have developed a
series of detailed comments, a copy of which"is attached. In
addition, I would like to offer a few general comments of my own.

The draft working paper suggests that Licensee's top manage-
ment was not committed to the development of a comprehensive
quality assurance program. This was not the case. Soon after
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 was adopted management, took the steps
necessary to develop a comprehensive QA/QC program and remained
dedicated to this concept throughout,'the period in question.
The fault, if any, lay in implementing the 'program for design
activities especially during the massive Hosgri seismic
reevaluation.

A number of subjective and speculative hypotheses are stated
in the working paper and later. used as the basis for negative
conclusions.'or example on page 7 and later on page 14 it is
noted that the Project adopted the A-E's quality assurance program
for the reason that the Licensee's QA program lacked the depth and
understanding that the A-E considered necessary for a nuclear
plant (p. 14). In fact the A-E program was adopted for a number
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Darrell G. Eisenhut September 21, 1983
Page 2

of reasons including the fact it had a long-standing NRC approval
and had been used successfully on a number of other projects. In
addition, the project was being managed by the A-E and organized
much like other A-E projects. Thus, it was logical to adopt the
program with which most of the management, team was familiar and
which was consistent with the project organization.

I do not believe the draft gives adequate weight to the fact
that much of the original design work on the Diablo Canyon Units
was done prior to or shortly after Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 was
promulgated in June 1970. Moreover, the review utilized present
day standards in assessing the adequacy of our quality programs
for the job, which in our view is unreasonable. Indeed a similar
observation was made by quality assurance experts who reviewed our
quality program for the period in question, pursuant to the design
reverification program mandated by the Commission in November 1981.
While we have acknowledged that deficiencies did exist in imple-
mentation of our engineering design QA program, those deficiencies
were not obvious when you take into consideration the time period
when the work was performed. It is the consensus within the
industry and I believe the NRC that there were significant clari-
fications and additional QA guidance for engine'ering,activities
that were not available until 1974 —~'long after much„of the
original design work had been completed.

The working paper also implies that. informal contacts with
consultants applied to'all aspects of the work at .Diablo Canyon.
In fact the informal contact problem appears to have involved ~onl
our seismic design consultants. Further, the extensive use of the
term "contractors" without a modifier is misleading. As the draft
paper correctly points out, there were no similar QA problems with
our construction quality assurance activities. The significant.
problem areas involved were limited to our seismic design
consultants, which is the term which should be used.

I would be happy to have the people who reviewed the draft
report sit down with you or Mr. James M. Taylor, who sent us the
draft originally, or both, and go over their comments in detail.

Very truly yours,

Enclosure
cc: James M. Taylor, Director

Division of Quality Assurance,
Safeguards and Inspection Programs

Office of Inspection and Enforcement
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cc: Service List, Diablo:
Docket No. 50-275
Docket No. 50-323
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DETAILED COMMENTS ON
NRC DRAFT WORKING PAPER—

"QUALITY ASSURANCE CASE STUDY WORKING PAPER — CASE C"
J

J

l. Pa e 1, aragra h B., last sentence

The plant (Humboldt;-Bay,. Unit 3) was operated „successfully for
about 15 years until it. was shut down'or regular, refueling.
Subsequent developments culminated in the Licensee's decision to
decommission the plant due primarily to unfavorable economic
considerations.

4

2. Pa e 2, second ara raph

Neither political factors nor load growth changes resulted in
Licensee's proposed nuclear plants being cancelled. Likewise, only
environmental, seismic and intensive intervention problems were
present in the Case C project.
3. Pa e 2, line 25

Inerting atmosphere does not apply to Diablo Canyon. In
line 27 "sub-cooled monitors" should read "sub-cooling monitors."

4. Pa e 3, line 6

Only a low power license for Unit 1 was received in
September 1981.

5. Pa e 3, second'ra ra h, third sentence

The Licensee had transmitted to its seismic consultants a
diagram describing the containment fan cooler arrangement with
approximate piping loads depicted from which the consultant was to
determine the seismic response spectra.

6. Pa e 3, third para ra h

"Upon confirmation that..., modifications were required to be
made on a number of Unit 1 piping supports."

7. Pa e 5, ara ra h C.l., second sentence

"The Licensee failed to control the flow of seismic-related
information..."
8. Pa e 6, first ara raph

The Licensee disputes that it developed a false sense of
security with respect to its engineering capability. Licensee had
good success with various types of generating projects it had
engineered and managed over the years. Likewise, Licensee had
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Case C Draft
Detailed Comments
Page 2

(8., cont')
developed a competent engineering capability for nuclear projects
based on several earlier nuclear plant-related activities,
including Dresden, Humboldt Bay, and Bodega Bay. The Licensee
did not assume itself capable of designing nuclear projects simply
because of a non-nuclear generating past experience. Additionally,it is incorrect to conclude that the Licensee's staff resisted
the imposition of management controls require'd for assurance of
quality. Rather, early quality assurance efforts were developed
more fully for construction because there were better definitions
and understandings, of these requirements in that time period.
Management's commitment was,»to QA fo',,all nuclear a'ctivities, which
was documented in a filing made in January 1970, the 'so-called
"Red Book."

%1.

9. Pa e 6, second para ra h,
While the Licensee was indeed within a matter of months of

bringing the plant into operation, it. is wrong to insinuate that,
as pressure mounted, shortcuts were taken. PGandE moved forward with
a quality assurance program which fully met the regulations taking
into account the fact, that the plant was virtually designed and
partially built prior to the imposition of quality assurance require-
ments. There is an incorrect insinuation that Licensee's quality
assurance program is deficient solely because only the Case C
nuclear station is being completed. The Company had work under way
on other nuclear plants during the 1970's, including Mendocino and
Stanislaus.

10. Pa e 7, ara ra h 2.a.

We disagree that a secondary root cause was our failure to
understand and appreciate the potential merit of a formal, institu-
tionalized quality assurance program. While there were deviations
in adherence to our quality program, the program itself was compre-
hensive. The project completion team adopted the AE's quality
assurance program primarily because it had a long standing NRC
approval and had been used on a number of projects. In addition,
the project. was being managed by the AE and organized much like other
AE projects. Thus it was logical to adopt the program with which
most of the management, team was familiar and which was consistent
with the project organization. As the draft notes the Licensee's
engineering procedures were retained as were Licensee's QA/QC
programs and procedures for construction.
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Case C Draft
Detailed Comments
Page 3

(10., cont'd)
n S

While there were discrepancies'"in design control, it is
incorrect to characterize them as permeating the breadth of the
engineering design activity. Failure to document external data
transmittal and only use oral transfer of design criteria was
limited to a few consultants." The lack of'internal formal
communications was also limited with regard to its frequency and
scope of application. Cognizant engineers were not regularly
bypassed. The Licensee's engineering group did develop formalized
engineering procedures which complied with early quality assurance
program requirements. Diagrams were sometimes used rather than
release drawings in order to depict additional necessary informa-
tion for modeling the plant containment interior arrangement.

11. Pa e 8, to line
There was excellent control of purchased material and equip-

ment. The only instances of inadequate control were in a limited
area of engineering consulting services. Likewise, informal
letter-type contracts were not generally used.

12. Pa e 9, ara ra h A-3

The statement regarding pressure to complete the facility is
incorrect. Properly stated, the level of frustration would increase
in relationship to the amount of rework resulting from changing
requirements, etc. Again we take exception to the insinuation
regarding the shortcutting of procedures.

13. Pa e 10, first ara ra h

The use of a large number of consultants and engineering
service contractors is related to both the licensing process and
subsequent, redesign rather than to the original engineering achieve-
ment. The informality attributed to outside engineering consultants
is appropriate only in very few instances. The majority of
consultants were handled in a formal arm's length manner.

14. Pa e 10, second aragraph

There is no basis for the suppositions in the final sentence
having to do with the distance between consultants and Company
inhibiting full understanding of key points.
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.~Case C Draft
'Detailed Comments
Page 4

15. Page ll, fzrst paragra h

The expression "extension of themselves" should not be viewed
in any literal context but rather in relation to their involvement
as part of the project organization. Additionally, the project
completion team was physically relocated to the AE's facility
simply because of lack of available space in the Licensee's
buildings. Finally, the diagram error was essentially a deviation
from adherence to established quality procedures. One should not
conclude that design procedures'er se were less than adequate.

16. Pa e 11, second ara ra h

Lack of understanding of the quality assurance/quality control,
aspects of the design process occurred throughout, the industry
during the early and mid-70's. It was not simply a problem of this
Licensee. As understandings were developed relative to the design
process, engineering procedures were implemented to guide personnel.It is an inaccurate characterization to state that the previous
traditional manner of design approvals was followed in the mid-70's.

While management had no "resistance" to implementation of
quality procedures, the previously noted engineering accomplishments
may have led to a lack of appreciation, on the part of some
engineers, of the importance of formalized design controls. As
was pointed out previously, due to the lack of clear industry
understandings relative to design quality assurance measures,
better implementation in the quality assurance area was achieved in
construction-related activities than those in design.

17. Page 12, first paragraph

We disagree with the inference of professional arrogance.
Again, engineering accomplishments were noteworthy. This successful
past experience may have affected perceptions of the importance of
formalized design controls, but did not alter the fundamental
objective of controlling the work.

18. Pa e 12, second ara ra h

The new quality assurance director was reassigned to non-nuclear
work in February of 1979 simply because of a promotional opportunity.
The quality assurance director had demonstrated, good management
capability while serving in his QA responsibility. There should be
no inference whatsoever that there were other motivations for moving
the new director from nuclear-related assignments.
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Case C Draft
Detailed Comments
Page 5

19. Pa e 12, third paragraph

As mentioned previously the Licensee did not have a false
sense of security with respect to its engineering capability.
Its engineering capability had been established previously in
the design of nuclear, as well as non-nuclear, generating projects.It is incorrect to characterize the project engineering activity
as simply an extension of non-nuclear practice.
20. Pa e 13, fi'rst para'graph

We disagree with the suggestion that only the Licensee did
not completely understand the implications of the quality changes
occurring in the early 70's. One must remember that in that time
period there was no detailed definition in the nuclear industry,
not simply within this project, regarding what was needed. Again,
as mentioned previously, the actions that this Licensee took with
regard to quality assurance programs had no bearing whatsoever as
to whether one or a number of nuclear plants were anticipated in
the near term. Furthermore, while the Licensee's quality assurance
was being developed there was an active licensing program underway
for additional nuclear power plants.
21. Pa e 14, Section 1, second para ra h

We strongly disagree with the implication that the AE's quality
assurance program was adopted because the Licensee's program lacked
depth and understanding. (See Comment No. 10 above.)

22. Pa e 15, Section 3

There is absolutely no connection in the change between
political climate and/or public perception and the need for redesign
in the plant. Redesign was primarily the result of the ever-changing
regulatory requiiements. Also, there .is no factual basis for the
statement that "Redesigns may not be as completely reviewed as
original 'design efforts...".
23. Pa e 16, lines 1-4

The two types of earthquakes were required by NRC regulations.
They are now known as the operating basis earthquake and safe shut-
down earthquake.

I','i,
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Case C Draft
Detailed Comments
Page 6

24. Pa e 17, first ara ra h

The integration of the Licensee's engineers into the project
completion team with the AE was a good learning experience indeed,
but there is no basis for the "hide bound" characterization. The
Licensee could, in fact, demonstrate a history of technical and
organizational innovations. The learning experience comes from
being associated with new procedures, new personnel, a different
working environment and differing approaches. These were the
observations given 'the NRC review team at that, time. There were
no comments regarding a more alive and/or responsible organization,
one with more aggressiveness. Likewise, the Licensee's Vice
President-Engineering commented that there had been a virtual
absence of problems relating to personnel in the integrated matrix
organization. He observed that the project groups were working
together extremely well, far better than he had anticipated with
such a large integration of personnel from two separate
organizations.

25. Pa e 17, second ara ra h

While the Licensee did retain a large number of consultants, a
sizable portion of these were" single, individual consultants
assisting in the plant licensing process'. The 'Company'should not
be unduly criticized for this large number because it was engaging
those with national reputations to produce the most independent and
technically competent. advice that the Company might. obtain. The
large number of consultants should not necessarily, compel the
conclusion that the Licensee did not have adequate manpower,
although consultants were used to augment the Licensee's manpower.
Also, we needed "recognized" experts for the extensive licensing
litigation under way since 1973. There has always been, and
continues to be, a belief on the part of others that outside experts
have more credibility than employees of a party,'to litigation.

Additionally, much of the consultant work was reviewed by
Licensee personnel. In some instances, however, this was not done
for a variety of reasons — including the inability of Licensee
personnel to critically review highly sophisticated analytical work
done by renowned experts, etc. There is substantial precedent for
this in both the nuclear industry and government.
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Case C Draft
Detailed Comments
Page 7

26. Pa e 17, third ara raph

This paragraph is apparently a paraphrase of a discussion
with the Licensee's Manager of Nuclear Plant Operations, about
some of the things he thought would enhance the quality of a
large project. The Manager stated that in his view, "QA is a
total envelope of management-controlled procedures." In opera-
tions at least, that. view was adopted from the outset. It is
incorrect to say that we "now realize" this (in operations).

The Manager also expressed his personal view that, the ideal
way to begin a project would be to have all of the management
tools (QA, administrative matters such as filing systems,clerical staff, etc.) in place first, followed by the engineers.

outset. Often, however, the engineers are assigned to the prospectfarst an,d the administrators come later. and of course, at DCPP,
QA, which involves an entire system of administrative controls,
was prescribed by the NRC after the project was well underway.

It should be noted that the Diablo Canyon Project began with
engineering activities. Construction and operations were added
later. It would have been better to bring all elements together
at the beginning so that a consistent set of administrative
procedures were developed in the beginning.

The statement about flooding the place with records is garbled.
An example used by the Manager to support his view that development
of administrative controls should occur at the very outset of a job
was that when the engineers come on 'board, you',start generating
quality records. Thus, it is advantageous that'our QA record andfile system be in place prior to that time, so that you do not have
a big records "backfit" problem.

s

The statement "QA guidelines had seemed to restrict the
conduct of assuring quality . ." ." does not make sense, and the
Manager cannot recall saying it.

1'n

the matter of independence, the Manager expressed his
personal view that he felt the idea that quality only comes from
independence was oversold. He said that. while formal QA audit
activities probably should be independent, independence was also
being touted by some for such things as radiation protection,
training, and certain quality control activities. That is, some
people do not think any of the above should come under the
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(26., cont'd)

production department. While independence has many benefits, an
integrated team approach also has benefits which should not be
discounted. If nothing else, it reduces the chances of resentment
that. an externally-applied system sometimes brings with it, andit tends to make people more responsible and accountable fortheir own work (i.e., they think quality is their responsibilityto assure, not someone else')." In short, his view was that manyfactors should be considered when establishing an organizational
arrangement for a given activity, and a thoughtful decision reachedafter weighing all factors.
27. Page 18, second ara ra h

Again, we state that the Licensee did not depend solely onits fossil fuel power plant engineering experience when decidingto undertake a nuclear plant project itself.
28. Page 18, footnote 1

We are unable to verify .any of the numbers.

29. Pa e 19, first paragra h

We have already stated why the project completion team adopted
the AE's quality assurance program. (See Comment No. 10 above.)

30. Pa e 19, ara ra h b

The licensee did recognize the evolving requirements of
engineering support., Scores of desi.gn.impro'vements made throughout
the project's history attest'to'his recognition. Additionally, the
Licensee's engineering staff had not been involved only in a singlenuclear plant project, although we would not disagree that, the AE
had broader experience based on a'.larger variety and number of
projects than that of the Licensee".

31. Page 19, lines 21-23

Here and elsewhere the reference to "contractors" is confusing.
Properly, the reference should be to "consultants and contractors,"
the latter referring to those companies retained to perform plantconstruction.
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Case C Draft
Detailed Comments
Page 9

32. Pa e 20, second ara ra h

As new,quality assurance initiatives developed, the entire
nuclear industry responded. It is incorrect to say that only
the Licensee responded.

33. Pa e 21-22, aragra h C

Again, we state that formal consultant information transfer
procedures were used for the most part. In the mirror image
instance, however, those formal procedures were not followed.
While geographical proximity probably helped to encourage a less
formal interface control system, the difficultywith the seismic
interface stemmed from the long-standing prior relationship with
a single consultant, albeit a most critical one. There were
several other consultants located near the Licensee's offices with
whom formal interfaces were maintained.

34. Pa e 24, aragraph F

The statement that the Licensee was "slow" in adopting all
aspects of quality assurance is misleading. There was a general
lack of industry understand'ing in the early and mid-70'.s regardingall aspects of design quality,assurance'requiremen'ts.-'he potential
limited application of QA/QC to Unit 1 reflected the fact that
much of the original design of Unit 1 had been c'ompleted before
Appendix B was adopted..-',

35. Pa e 24, aragraph F, second aragra h

The Licensee takes exception to the characterization of its
engineering organization appearing as "primadonnas." The charge is
inappropriate and without a basis in fact. It is also denigrating
to the reputations of many dedicated engineers who are well
established in their profession.

36. Pa e 28, ara ra h B.l
It is problematical at best to suggest that a construction

audit might have disclosed the single deviation from existing
quality'rocedures that produced the diagram error.
37. Pa e 29, ara ra h D

As in the previous reference, it is problematical whether the
implementation of a designated representative system might have
uncovered the deviation from the procedure in handling the diagram
exchange with the consultant.
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38. Pa e 32, aragraph B

Again, the diagram 'error was caused by a deviation from
existing procedures not because of any inadequacy of any of the
procedures themselves.

$ f

39. Pa e 34, ara ra h

It is problematical whether or not a QA program review might,
have disclosed the deviation from existing procedures regarding
the handling of information across a consultant interface.
40. Pa e 34, aragraph E

Again, third party audits might not. necessarily have disclosed
the deviation from an existing procedure.

41. A pendix A, Section 1, ara raph A

We disagree strongly with any suggestion that the management
decisions over the course of the project have disclosed the attitude
cited in this paragraph. Throughout the project many management
decisions have favored the conservative direction of going to
extensive lengths to treat potential questions before they became
issues irrespective of the time needed to address the question.
Any imbalance between Construction and Engineering in assuring
quality is reflective of the lack of definition in the nuclear
industry regarding the measures of engineering quality assurance,
and of the longer period over which construction has worked to
more formalized procedures and detailed instructions or standards.
The statement regarding the lack of top management commitment, to
quality is without a factual basis. It is true that Licensee was
prepared. to expend the resources necessary to expedite completion
of the Project including the verification program, but not at the
expense of quality. Those resources included allocations for
quality programs. There was nothing cosmetic in the stringent
quality program developed for the project.
42. Ap endix A, age 2, ara ra h B

The first quality assurance manager was an established and
respected member of the Engineering Department, not Construction.
The second quality assurance manager was transferred to non-nuclear
responsibilities due to his management capabilities, and not because
of his uncooperative attitudes regarding quality schedule.
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(42., cont'd)

The characterization of fear regarding quality assurance/quality
control personnel having access to top management is wrong.
Finally, the record does not show instances where cost/schedule
concerns oveirode quality assurance/quality control functions.

I 1

43. A endix A, age 3, paragraph A

We dispute the fuzziness with which the chief engineers of
the utility reviewed their relationship'' to the project';team. At
the time of the interviews the, project",completion team was still
in its formative stages of defining it's rela'tionships with theutility organization. Any fuzziness that may have been stressed
was simply due to the transition period. The reference in thefirst paragraph to "Contractor response.bilities.".." should be
changed to "Consultants."

44. A endix A, pa e 3, para ra h B
h

Responsibility and authority were clear in the early stages of
the project. Responsibility requirements were indeed left to the
organization responsible for the work. As problems were disclosed
by any segment of the organization, the organization responsible
for that work was expected to fulfillits responsibilities to solve
the problems.

45. A endix A, a e 4, ara ra h A
r

Again we disagree with the suggestion that the Licensee's
engineering staff had only limited experience when entering the
project. As we have stated previously, this experience was well
established for nuclear project work.

46. A endix A,'a e 4, paragraph B

Xn the beginning the entire nuclear industry including the
Licensee did not have sufficient trained quality personnel. When
Appendix B was first implemented, much of the nuclear industry
placed personnel without prior training into quality functions
due simply to the lack of qualified trained personnel.

47. A endix A, pa e 5, ara raph A

Ample training was provided the integrated project completion
team to minimize any communication problems regarding the applicable
engineering procedures and their relationship to the AE's quality
assurance manual.
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48. A pendix A, page 5, ara ra h B

Engineering drawings depicted the intended and/or the
as-built condition of the plant. There is no purpose served by
having quality personnel approve engineering drawings per se
nor is i:t commonly required. Other project records document
the meeting of quality requirements. Significant plant changes
are documented on "as built" drawings. There are no changes
being made that are not recorded on drawings. Xf the plant,
configuration will not accept the design change as originally
portrayed on the drawing, further engineering redesign occurs
to allow that. modification.
49. A pendix A, pa e 6, ara ra h 5A

The concern regarding one supplier of electrical system
supports is a generic concern and is not limited to Diablo Canyon.

50. A endix A, a e 6, Section 5, ara raph B

While there were deficiencies in the implementation of the
quality program, we disagree categorically with the inference that
deficiencies were not sought out and reported promptly.

51. Ap endix A, a e 6, Section 7, ara ra h A

The design review procedures were developed for the project
and not, simply rewritten from past non-nuclear experience.

52. A endix A, a e 7, Section 9, ara ra h B

Quality control functions can be and are performed in a
number of organizational structures. We disagree with the state-
ments made in this section, particularly those made with reference
to Appendix B. Our practice is in compliance with Appendix B.

53. A endix A, a e 8, ara raph ll-A
The "look-back program" was initiated before the Project

Completion Team was formed.
II E

54. A pendix A, age 10, aragra h '19

The second sentence is not correct. We have had a formalized
program of audits for'any y'ears." The same is true for the second
sentence in 19-B.
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